FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sage Consulting’s Sage HCM Scan Certified as
Powered by SAP NetWeaver®
Solution Improves Quality of HCM Master Data for Customers
Through Interoperability with SAP® Solutions
TULSA, OK – February 15, 2012 – Sage Consulting LLC today announced its Sage HCM Scan 1.0 has
achieved SAP certification as powered by the SAP NetWeaver® technology platform. The solution can
quickly identify user-entry personnel data exceptions within the SAP® ERP Human Capital Management
(SAP ERP HCM) application meeting both standard and company-defined requirements. The result is a
stable HR “system-of-record” delivering consistent information to integrated SAP components as well as
external systems.
The SAP Integration and Certification Center (SAP ICC) has certified that Sage HCM Scan 1.0 integrates
with the SAP ERP 6.04 application based on an add-on to the ABAP™ programming language for SAP
NetWeaver Application Server 7.0.
“We are pleased to announce our latest achievement of Sage HCM Scan now certified as powered by
SAP NetWeaver,” said Steven Ritter, managing partner, Sage Consulting LLC. “Sage HCM Scan is a
proven solution for addressing concerns related to employee data exceptions and inconsistencies. We
believe usability is paramount; however, our approach to software development has not only the user in
mind, but also the developer. Every client is different and has its respective set of requirements. We
provide for technical teams to easily maintain and deliver modifications to Sage HCM Scan without
altering the base software component. This is especially important for future upgrades.”
As a result of the certified integration, Sage HCM Scan is now available to global clients also running
SAP ERP HCM and provides a base set of scans for Personnel Administration and Organizational
Management master data which have been proven invaluable to a number of clients currently running the
software. Whether it’s used during an implementation of SAP solutions or ongoing system validation, the
tool is very flexible in allowing HR personnel to stay on top of new requirements as they are introduced
while delivering a means in which to enforce those requirements. This, in turn, instills added confidence
in the use of SAP ERP HCM applications and processes by management and employees.
About Sage Consulting LLC
Founded in 1997, Sage Consulting LLC assists companies in implementation, upgrades, and
enhancements of the SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM) application. We provide
experienced resources to guide companies during business configuration and enhancement of their
respective SAP solutions. We are an SAP software solutions and technology partner providing integrated
solutions with SAP ERP HCM. The company headquarters is located in downtown Tulsa, OK, with a
branch office in Atlanta, GA. Visit our website at www.sageconsultingllc.com.
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